**Use Means:**

* FM pairing: Switch on the main speaker (with knob, right channel), hold the round button to automatically scan a blank frequency. Switch on the slave speaker (without knob, left channel), hold the round button to automatically scan till the same frequency as main speaker.
* Bluetooth pairing: use bluetooth-enabled device to search Bluetooth signal of "NT-180" and pair with code "0000"
* Play/Pause: press down the knob.
* Next track: tune the knob to the right.
* Previous track: tune the knob to the left.
* Volume up: hold the knob to the right.
* Volume down: hold the knob to the left.
* Indication of blue LED of main speaker: Long blue, ready for pairing. Quick flashing blue, paired.
* Indication of blue LED of slave speaker: Long blue, working status.
* Indication of red LED on both main and slave speaker: Long red, charging. Flashing red, low battery. No red light, full power or no connection with external power supply.
* After disconnecting Bluetooth, you can restart the Bluetooth speaker to reactivate connection in the effective distance, or you can do the Bluetooth pairing again.

**Features:**

* Appearance patent design, simple and fashion.
* Main speaker (with knob, right channel) with Bluetooth A2DP+EDR technology, heavy bass, high fidelity, perfect sound quality.
* Bluetooth AVRCP technology, remote controls music play/pause, next/back and volume.
* Tuning knob design.
* Bluetooth transmission range: 10m.
* FM transmission between two speakers (left and right channel). Automatically scans blank frequency to transmit and receive.
* Slave speaker (without knob, left channel) can be used as FM radio, automatically scans radio frequency.
* LED screen display for FM frequency.
* Built-in rechargeable Li-ion battery allows about 8 hours of continuous music after fully charged.
* The empty battery takes about 1-2 hours to fully charge.
* Automatically turns to sleep mode after disconnecting Bluetooth for 5 minutes.
* Memory function, restart Bluetooth speaker to reactivate Bluetooth connection with the newly paired device.
* Shockproof design with silicon rubber feet.
* Standard 3.5mm audio input for all source of music. Main and slave speakers can connect to audio devices singly and play music.
* micro USB charging port.

**Compatible with:**

* Compatible with mobile phones, tablets, notebooks with Bluetooth, such as Samsung Galaxy, iPhone 4, iPad, Macbook etc.
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